Custom Mobile Buffet Guide
### SmartStone® & Wood Tone Colors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oatmeal</th>
<th>Graphite</th>
<th>Davinci</th>
<th>Bronze</th>
<th>Eramosa Brown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **Natural**
- **Ebony**
- **Dark Cherry**
- **Cherry**
- **Golden Maple**
- **Mahogany**
- **Special Walnut**
- **Dark Walnut**

- **Fossil**
- **Snow**
- **Storm**
- **Tundra**
- **Ocean**

*For Use With ‘Hidden’ Induction & Frost Top Applications*
**SmartStone® & Wood Tone Colors**

* For Use With ‘Exposed’ Induction Applications Only *

- Blanco City
- Tigris Sand
- Yukon
- Stellar Night
- Kensho
- Haiku

- Natural
- Ebony
- Dark Cherry
- Cherry
- Golden Maple
- Mahogany
- Special Walnut
- Dark Walnut
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How Does it Work?

Below the counter is an induction warming system designed to hold food at temperatures ranging from 150-180 degrees fahrenheit. Magnetic technology heats the metal serving pieces, not the counter tops. Since the induction is discreet, you can use the counter however you want to. **Contact a Spring USA Sales Representative Today!**

Use the Induction Warmers For a Hot Buffet:

- Engineered Material Made From Granite & Quartz
- High Efficiency
- Low Energy Consumption
- Environmentally Friendly
- Flexible & Functional
- Easy to Clean
- **Choose Stationary OR Mobile Units**
- Customize Lengths Available

OR...you can

Use the Counter as a Regular Serving Station:

---

**Form & Function Combine!**
Form and function combine in the *SmartStone® Induction System* from Beneath engineered counter top material, made from granite and quartz, is a unique warming system.

Designed to hold food for buffet service, our magnetic technology enables diners to enjoy foods at perfectly maintained temperatures. With the versatility of the *SmartStone®* Induction unit, once an event is over, and the servers are removed, the countertop is available for a variety of other uses.

The secret is the practical application of highly efficient induction heating technology under a durable, environmentally effective countertop material. The induction system will only heat devices made for this purpose. Induction heat is a time-tested technology using a radio frequency that heats only ferrous metals. Because only the metal serving piece heats, the response is fast and 93% efficient. The results are spectacular!

The heat is managed by a uniquely sensitive thermocouple that monitors the temperature of the food serving piece. Temperatures are limited to four (4) pre-selected levels ~ 150, 160, 170 and 180 degrees fahrenheit. This protects the granite or glass material while maintaining the quality of the food items being served. The induction heating units require only 5.4 amps of 120 volt power, allowing installation of three (3) units with the use of a single 20 amp circuit.

*Call Spring USA at (1) 630-527-8600 or visit our website, [www.springusa.com](http://www.springusa.com) for additional details on SmartStone® Induction!*
Induction Credenza with SmartStone®

- Contains Three (3) SM-651SS, 650 Watt, Induction Warmers
- 68” Long x 27” Wide x 34” High

Concealed, Heavy-Duty Casters Make It Easy to Move

Decorate as a piece of furniture when not in use!
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Hybrid Credenza with SmartStone®

- Contains Four (4) SM-651R, 650 Watt, Induction Warmers
- Contains One (1) SM-181R, 1800 Watt Cook Range
- 68” Long x 33” Wide x 34” High
Asian-Inspired Buffet Table with SmartStone®

- Contains Four (4) SM-651SS, 650 Watt Induction Warmers
- 76” Long x 27” Wide x 34” High

Decorate as a piece of furniture when not in use!
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MIK Mobile Induction Kiosk (MIK)

- Contains Two (2) SM-261R, 2600 Watt, Induction Cooking Ranges*
- Contains One (1) SM-651R, 650 Watt, Induction Warmers
- Contains One (1) AF-350 Air Filter System
- Shown with One (1) Under-Counter, Reach-In Refrigerator

*Model Shown to the Right, Includes One (1) MAX Induction® Double Induction Range, Model SM-251-2CR as well as One (1) SM-651R Warming Range, plus our AF-350 Ventilation System.

(1) 630-527-8600
Bamboo SmartStone® Induction Cart

- Contains Two (2) SM-261R, 2600 Watt, Induction Cooking Ranges
- 20” x 38.75” (52.5” with Drop Leaf Extended)
Induction Buffet Table (IBT)

- Contains Four (4) SM-651R, 650 Watt, Induction Warmers
- 60” Long x 27” Wide x 36” High

(1) 630-527-8600
Granite Induction Table (GIT)

- Contains Four (4) SM-181R, 1800 Watt, Induction Cooking Ranges
- 66” Long x 33” Wide x 34” High
- Solid Granite Surface
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MIK Connectable Induction Buffet Unit

- Each Section Contains Two (2) SM-181R, 1800 Watt, MAX Induction® Ranges
- Unit Features a SmartStone® Surface
- 60” Long x 30” Wide x 36” High
- Inter-Connecting Units for Varying Length Capability
- You Choose the Overall Length, Wood Tone & SmartStone® Colored Top

Springs USA
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Hidden ‘Hold-Only’ Induction Ranges, No Rail Systems, No Special Trivets Needed

‘The POD’

- Designed with Three SM-651SS MAX Induction® ‘Hold-Only’ Warming Ranges
- Features MAX Induction®, SM-251-2CR, Double Induction Range
- Paired With the Spring USA AF-350 Ventilation System
- Units are Custom ~ Add the Amenities You Need: Lowerators, Refrigerators, Shelving Units, Locking Cabinets, Drawers, etc.

Exposed, Double Range Induction Range, Use For Cooking or Holding ~ Perfect For An Omelet Station or Fresh Pasta Bar

Unit features our AF-350, Down-Draft Air Filter System, to remove grease-laden vapor & odor caused by cooking

Serving Vessels Vary ~ Choose the Look That Best Suits Your Style

SmartStone® Top, Wood Tones, Unit Size & Style Are All Selected By You!

Patent Applied For

Heavy-Duty, Concealed Casters Make This A Portable Unit That Can Be Moved From One Function to Another, Effortlessly
Custom ~ Custom ~ Custom

☐ You choose the function (Cook or Hold Ranges)
☐ You choose the wood color
☐ You choose the SmartStone® countertop color
☐ You decide the length and width
☐ You pick the options you want added:
  ■ Refrigerator?
  ■ Lowerator?
  ■ Shelving?

It's 100% Customizable!
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